Abstract-The combination of millimeter wave (mmW) with massive MIMO is a promising approach to achieve the multi Gb/s required by future wireless systems. Fully digital architectures are not feasible due to hardware limitations, and thus, the design of signal processing techniques for hybrid analog-digital architectures is of paramount importance. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid iterative block space-time receiver structure for multiuser mmW massive MIMO systems. We consider low-complexity user terminals employing analog-only random precoding and a single RF chain. At the base station, a hybrid analog-digital equalizer/detector is designed to efficiently remove the multiuser interference. The analog and digital parts of the equalizer are jointly optimized using as a metric the average biterror-rate. The specificities of the analog domain impose several constraints in the joint optimization. To efficiently handle these constraints, the analog part is selected from a dictionary based on the array response vectors. We also propose a simple, yet an accurate semi-analytical approach for obtaining the performance of the proposed hybrid receiver structure. The results show that the performance of the hybrid iterative equalizer is close to the fully digital counterpart after only a few iterations. Moreover, it clearly outperforms the linear receivers recently considered for hybrid mmW massive MIMO architectures.
Hybrid Iterative Space-Time Equalization for Multi-User mmW Massive MIMO Systems I. INTRODUCTION M ILLIMETER wave (mmW) communications and massive MIMO (mMIMO) have been considered as two of the key enabling technologies needed to meet the quality of service requirements for future wireless communication [1] . The global bandwidth shortage facing wireless carriers has motivated the exploration of the underutilized mmW frequency spectrum for future broadband cellular communication networks [2] . Therefore, several tens of GHz could become available for future wireless systems, offering multi Gb/s. Together with the access to more bandwidth, the deployment of a large number of antennas has been also considered an enabling technology for meeting the ever increasing demand of higher data rates in future wireless networks [3] . Massive MIMO can scale up MIMO by orders of magnitude compared to the conventional MIMO approaches [4] . A survey on mMIMO, also known as large-scale MIMO, including channel modeling, applications scenarios and physical and networking techniques was provided in [5] . The use of MIMO with mmW is very attractive, since it allows packing more antennas in the same volume due to the smaller wavelength compared to the current communication systems [6] , and hence, the terminals can be equipped with a large number of antennas. MmW massive MIMO may exploit new and efficient spatial processing techniques such as beamforming/precoding and spatial multiplexing at the transmitter and/or receiver sides [7] . The system design for these techniques should follow different approaches than the ones adopted for lower frequencies counterparts, mainly due to the hardware limitations [8] . In fact, the high cost and power consumption of some mmW mixed-signal components, make it difficult to have a fully dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain for each antenna [9] as in conventional MIMO systems [10] . Another important issue is that the mmW propagation characteristics are quite different from those at lower frequencies since the channels do not have so rich multipath propagation effects [11] , [12] , and this should be taken into account in the designing of beamforming techniques. A simple and immediate approach to overcome the limitation on the number of RFs chains is to make beamforming only in the analog domain by using phase shifters [8] . Some analog beamforming schemes have been considered in [14] , and specifically designed for mmW systems in [15] and [16] . The works in [15] and [16] considered beam steering solutions relying on phase shifters that are used to optimally orient the response of arrays in space, which are based on statistical channel knowledge. Nevertheless, the performance of the pure analog signal processing approach are limited by the availability of only quantized phase shifters and the constraints on the amplitudes of these phase shifters, and thus analog beamforming is usually limited to single-stream transmission [17] .
To overcome these limitations, hybrid analog/digital architectures, where some signal processing is done at the digital level and some left to the analog domain, have been discussed in [13] , [17] , and [18] . Beamforming and/or combin-0090-6778 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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ing/equalization schemes for single-user systems have been proposed for hybrid architectures in [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In [19] , it was proposed a joint design of transmit-receive mixed analog/digital beamformers that aims at maximizing the received average signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), for single carrier (SC) systems with linear frequency domain equalization (FDE). A simple precoding scheme, only based on the knowledge of partial channel information at both terminals, in the form of angles of arrival (AoA) and departure (AoD), was proposed in [20] . Ayach et al. [21] designed a hybrid spatially sparse precoding and combining approach for mmW massive MIMO systems. The spatial structure of mmW channels was exploited to formulate the single-user multistream precoding/combining scheme as a sparse reconstruction problem. A digitally assisted analog beamforming technique for mmW systems was considered in [22] , where a digital beamsteering system using coarsely quantized signals assists the analog beamformer. In [23] , a turbo-like beamforming was proposed to jointly compute the transmit and receive analog beamforming coefficients, but the digital processing part was not taken into account. The previous approaches considered a fully connected hybrid architecture, where each RF chain is connected to all receive/transmit antennas. Beamforming solutions for subconnected hybrid architecture, where each RF chain is connected to only a subset of antennas were presented in [24] . Codebook design approaches for the analog beamforming structure and for single stream transmissions were addressed in [25] . Recently, some beamforming approaches for multiuser systems have been also proposed for hybrid architectures [26] , [27] . The work in [26] focused on the optimization of a downlink hybrid analog/digital beamforming to minimize the transmit power subject to signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) constraints. In that paper, all processing is done at the transmitter side by assuming perfect knowledge of the channel sate information (CSI) and single antenna user terminals (UTs). A downlink hybrid beamforming scheme based on a weighted sum mean square error (WSMSE) optimization problem was proposed for massive MIMO systems [27] . It was shown that the performance degradation is severe when the number of RF chains is smaller than half of the number of antennas. Hybrid approaches explicitly designed for mmW communications were considered in [28] and [29] . Li et al. [28] designed an uplink receive beamforming that handles the multiuser interference at both analog and digital stages. However, only single antenna UTs were assumed. A limited feedback hybrid two-stage precoding/combining algorithm was proposed in [29] for the downlink. In the first stage transmit and receive analog beamforming are jointly computed for each base-station (BS) -user terminal pair assuming interference free links. In the second stage the interference is explicitly mitigated, in the digital domain, by employing a conventional linear zero forcing (ZF) precoding. Nonlinear equalizers were considered in past to efficiently separate the spatial streams and/or remove the multiuser interference in the current MIMO based networks [30] . Iterative block decision feedback equalization (IB-DFE) approach are one of the most promising nonlinear equalization schemes [30] . IB-DFE was originally proposed in [31] , and it can be regarded as a low complexity turbo equalizer implemented in the frequency-domain that does not require the channel decoder output in the feedback loop. In the last years, it has been extended to a wide range of scenarios, ranging from diversity scenarios, conventional MIMO, cooperative MIMO systems, among many others [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . The IB-DFE principles can be used in mmW massive MIMO context to efficiently remove the multiuser interference.
However, as discussed, mmW massive MIMO brings new major challenges that prevent a direct plug and play of the iterative detection based solutions developed for conventional MIMO systems. Therefore, in this manuscript, we design an efficient hybrid iterative block space-time equalizer for mmW massive MIMO systems. To the best of our knowledge iterative block detection, designed for mmW massive MIMO systems, has not been addressed in the literature. We consider lowcomplexity UTs employing a single RF chain and analogonly random precoding, assuming that the UTs do not have knowledge of the CSI. Before the analog precoder, a time encoder/precoder is employed to ensure that the transmit signal and consequently the noise plus interference, at the receiver side, are Gaussian distributed (which simplifies the receiver optimization) and increase the inherent diversity of the mmW massive MIMO system. The designed hybrid equalizer is optimized by using as a metric the average bit-errorrate (BER), which is shown to be equivalent to minimize the mean square error (MSE) of each encoded time slot. The specificities of the analog domain impose several constraints in the joint optimization. To efficiently handle these constraints the analog part is selected from a dictionary based on the array response vectors similar to the approach discussed in [21] . We also design a fully digital iterative space-time receiver, which provides a lower bound performance for the proposed hybrid approach. Semi-analytic results are presented to validate the Gaussian assumption in the derivation of the proposed hybrid iterative equalizer. We also show that the performance of the hybrid receiver tends to the performance of the digital one and the single-user scenario as the number of iterations increases.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: section II describes the hybrid multiuser mmW massive MIMO systems model. Section III, starts by briefly describing the iterative space-time receiver structure. Then, the fully digital equalizer is presented and finally the proposed hybrid spacetime equalizer is derived in detail. Section IV presents the main performance results and the conclusions will be drawn in section V.
Notations: Boldface capital letters denote matrices and boldface lowercase letters denote column vectors. The operations(.) T , (.) H ,(.) * and tr(.) represent the transpose, the Hermitian transpose, the conjugate and the trace of a matrix. The operator sign(a) represents the sign of real number a. to vector a and a diagonal matrix with entries equal to the diagonal entries of the matrix A, respectively.A( j, l) denotes the element at row j and column l of the matrix A. I N is the identity matrix with size N × N.
II. SYSTEM CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we present the mmW massive MIMO signal definition and describe both the user terminals and receiver signals.
A. System Model
Consider a multiuser mmW system with U users, each with N t x transmit antennas and a base station with N r x receive antennas, where each user sends one data stream to the receiver, per time-slot. We consider a block fading channel, i.e. the channel remains constant during a block, with size T , but it varies independently between blocks. For a given block, the received signal is given by
where [21] . The channel of the uth user, i.e H u , is the sum of the contribution of N cl clusters, each of which contribute N ray propagation paths to the channel matrix H u . The channel matrix of the uth user may be expressed as
where u is a diagonal matrix, with entries ( j, l) that correspond to the paths gains of the lth ray in the j th scattering cluster.
))] are the matrix of array response vectors at the transmitter and receiver, corresponding to user u, whereas θ r x,u j,l and θ t x,u j,l are the azimuth angles of arrival and departure, respectively. The channel path gains and the angles are generated according to the random distributions discussed in [21] 
B. User Terminal Model Description
We consider an analog only architecture for each user terminal, as shown in Fig 1. User u transmits only one data stream per time slot. The analog domain of user u at the instant tis modeled mathematically by the precoder matrix f a,u,t ∈ C N tx . Due to hardware constraints, the analog part is implemented using a matrix of analog phase shifters, which force all elements of vector f a,u,t to have equal norm
We assume that the user terminals have no access to CSI simplifying the overall system design. As such the analog precoder vector of the uth user is generated randomly accordingly to
where φ
is constructed by using a space-time block code (STBC), where a DFT performs the time and the analog precoder the space encoding. The STBC operation may be mathematically expressed by
where
≤T the time encoded version of the data symbols
. . , T } denotes a complex data symbol chosen from a QAM constellation and with E[|s t,u | 2 ] = σ 2 u , where
For the sake of simplicity and, without loss of generality, in this work we consider only QPSK constellations.
C. Receiver Model Description
At the receiver, we consider a hybrid iterative block spacetime decoder, as shown in Fig. 2 . The received signal is firstly processed through the analog phase shifters, modeled by the matrix W a,t ∈ C N RF rx ×N rx , then follows the baseband processing, composed of N R F r x processing chains. All elements of the matrix W a,t must have equal norm Specifically, the baseband processing includes a digital feedback closed-loop comprising a forward and a feedback path. For the forward path the signal first passes through a linear filter W d,t ∈ C U ×N RF rx , then follows time decoding and demodulation. In the feedback path, the data recovered in the forward path is first modulated and time encoded, then it passes through the feedback matrix B d,t ∈ C U ×U . The time encoding of the data symbols follows (5) and its decoding obeysS
More specifically to obtain a soft estimate of the transmitted symbols we apply the IDFT transform to the codeword matrix
The feedback and feedforward paths are combined by subtracting the signal output of the feedback path from the filtered received signal W d,t W a,t y t . The proposed receiver structure can be referred as a hybrid iterative space-time feedback equalizer (HIST-DFE). The main difference from the conventional iterative block decision feedback based equalizer is the analog front-end of phase shifters. The constraint that all elements of the analog matrix must have the same norm makes the design of the hybrid iterative equalizer harder than for the conventional fully digital one. The analog and digital forward matrices and the digital feedback matrix are designed in the following sections.
III. ITERATIVE SPACE-TIME RECEIVER DESIGN
In this section, we derive the proposed hybrid iterative space-time receiver structure for multiuser mmW massive MIMO based systems discussed in the previous section. We start by designing the fully digital receiver, that can serve as lower bound for the hybrid one and then a detailed formulation of the proposed iterative approach is presented. In this manuscript, we assume a decoupled joint transmitterreceiver optimization problem and focus on the design of the hybrid equalizer. Note that the joint transmitter-receiver design is a very hard task as discussed in [21] due to the coupled nature of the transmitter precoder and receiver equalizer.
A. Description of Iterative Receiver
A block diagram of the proposed HIST-DFE based receiver is presented in Fig. 2 . At the i th iteration the received signal at the tth time slot is given bỹ
a,t ∈ C N RF rx ×N rx denotes the analog part of the feedforward matrix, W 
is the hard estimate of the transmitted codeword C
the hard decision associated with the QPSK data
From the central limit theorem the entries of vector c t = [c u,t ] 1≤u≤U , t ∈ {1, . . . , T } (the output of the DFT at user u) are Gaussian distributed, then as the input-output relationship between variables c t andĉ
where (i) is a diagonal matrix given by
is a zero mean error vector uncorrelated with c t ,
Let us consider [34] . On the other hand with ISI plus channel noisẽ
whereẽ
t − (i) s t denotes an overall error that includes both the channel noise and the residual ISI. From (14) , it follows thatS
. By applying a DFT to (15) , in agreement with (6), we havec
Therefore, from (7) and (10), it follows that
and, consequently, the error term has three parts 1) the residual ISI, 2) the error stemming from the erroneous estimate made byĉ t of the signal c t and 3) the part corresponding to the channel noise:
Let
ad,t H t and (18) simplifies tõ
Without loss of generality let us condition (i) to be equal to the identity matrix, theñ
If we further assume that error (i) t is complex Gaussian distributed, then for a QPSK constellation with Gray mapping the average BER is given by
where Q(.) denotes the Q-function,MSE 
where MSE
t,u is the MSE at time slot t and is given by
The lower bound (22) is valid for the high signal to noise ratio regime, where MSE
. . , U }, then the BER expression given by (21) matches with the corresponding lower bound (22) .
From the Bussgang [38] theorem,ˆ
t is a zero mean error vector uncorrelated with c t , as previously mentioned, then from (20) the average error (˜ (i) t ) power is given by
B. Design of Digital Iterative Space-Time Receiver
Firstly, we design the fully digital iterative space-time receiver based on the IB-DFE principles, i.e., the analog part is not considered. The performance of this approach can be regarded as a lower bound for the proposed iterative hybrid space-time equalizer designed in the next section. This section is included for completeness since the proposed hybrid iterative space-time receiver will be compared against the digital iterative space-time receiver and as will be shown in the next sections the design of the hybrid receiver relies on the digital counterpart, see (33) .
To design the equalizer, we use as a metric the average BER. Accordingly, to (21)- (23), the minimization of the average BER is equivalent to the minimization of the MSE
In this case, the number of receiver RF chains is equal to the number of receiver antennas, and thus we only have a digital linear feedforward filter referred as W ad,t and a feedback filter B d,t . The solution to the optimization problem (25) is
C. Design of Hybrid Iterative Space-Time Receiver
In this section, we design the proposed iterative hybrid space-time receiver. Clearly, the previous optimization problem of (25) does not take into account the analog domain constraints. Let us denote by W a the set of feasible RF equalizers, i.e. the set of N r x × N R F r x matrices with constantmagnitude entries, then the reformulated optimization problem for the hybrid iterative equalizer is as follows
Due to the digital nature of the feedback equalizer B
(i)
d,t and since the new constraint does not impose any restriction on this matrix, the feedback equalizer for the hybrid iterative equalizer is similar to the fully digital iterative equalizer discussed in the previous section, and thus given by
From (24) and (31), the MSE expression simplifies to, see Appendix B
As can be seen, in Appendix C, the MSE expression (32) is equal (up to a constant) to
where (W
denote a non-normalized version of the optimum fully digital feedforward matrix and the correlation of the ISI plus channel noise. Therefore, the optimization problem (30) simplifies to
Due to the non-convex nature of the feasible set W a , an analytical solution to the problem (36) is difficult to obtain, if not impossible. Nevertheless, we find an approximate solution to problem (36) by assuming that the matrix W outputs of the equalized signal A r x Y are connected/processed by the digital part of the feedforward equalizer. Therefore, the optimization problem (36) can be approximated as follows
where diag(( ... 
Using (46) to rewrite the constraint of optimization problem (38) follows that the associated Lagrangian 
where (40) represents the orthogonality principle subjacent to MSE estimator (37) and W
res,t is the residue matrix that is given by
From the definition of matricesR
ad,t ) opt and (W (i)
ad,t ) opt (see (34) , (29), (35) and (26), respectively), equation (41) simplifies to
Lagrangian multipliers matrix, that must be selected so that the constraint of the optimization problem (38) is respected. To enforce the sparsity constraint, the best columns of the dictionary A r x are selected using an iterative greedy method. At each iteration the column of A r x that is most correlated with the actual value of the residue W (i) res,t is selected. It should be emphasized that for a mmW channel the number of paths is small and then the complexity of this selection procedure is small. In the first iteration, the residue is set to the trivial value W (i) 
The solution to equation (43) is 
opt and to respect the constraint of problem (37) d is given by
After obtaining the optimum value of the digital feedforward matrix W 
IV. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we access the performance of the proposed hybrid iterative receiver structure. We consider, for each user, a clustered narrowband channel model [41] with N cl = 8 clusters, each with N ray = 4 rays, with Laplacian distributed azimuth angles of arrival and departure as in [29] . The average power of all N cl clusters is the same and the angle spread at both the transmitter and receiver is set to 8°degrees. Although the hybrid receiver structure developed in the paper can be applied to arbitrary antenna arrays, we use uniform linear arrays (ULAs) to obtain the results. The antenna element spacing is assumed to be halfwavelength and the carrier frequency is set to 72 GHz, [41] . The channel remains constant during a block, with size T , and takes independent values between blocks. We assume perfect synchronization and channel knowledge at the receiver side. In the following we present both semi-analytic results, by evaluating numerically the BER expression (21) and the simulated average BER. All results were obtained by considering QPSK modulation. The semi-analytic results are presented to validate the Gaussian assumption employed in the derivation of the proposed hybrid iterative equalizer.
We present results for three different scenarios. The scenario 1 can be seen as the baseline scenario, and the other two scenarios are a scaling of the first. For the scenario 1, the parameters are N r x = 16, N t x = 8, U = 4, N R F r x = 4. = 16. For these three scenarios, we present results for iteration 1, 2 and 4 of the derived digital and hybrid iterative space-time equalizers, which are referred as digital and hybrid, in the following. To compute the analog and digital parts of the proposed hybrid equalizer we consider that the analog precoder of the uth user is generated randomly accordingly to (3) . We also compare the results with the two-stage (TS) approach discussed in [29] , extended here from the downlink to the uplink. In the first stage a selfish beamforming is performed to maximize the received power for each UT-BS link assuming free interference links and in the second one a conventional linear MMSE multi-user equalizer is employed to mitigate the interference. For the TS approach we consider beamstearing codebooks [29] with cardinality 32(B M S R F = B B S R F = 5 bits) both at the mobile stations and BS. This approach is denominated by TS approach in the following.
The performance metric considered is the BER, which is presented as a function of the E b /N 0 , with E b denoting the average bit energy and N 0 denoting the one-sided noise power spectral density. We consider σ 2 1 = . . . , = σ 2 U = 1 and then the average E b /N 0 is identical for all users u ∈ {1, . . . , U } and is given by
Let us start the analysis of the proposed method by verifying the impact of the parameter T . In Fig. 3 we present BER results for scenario 2 and different values of the parameter T . These results were obtained for iterations 1 and 4. From  Fig. 3 we verify that the BER performance improves with T for medium-to-high Eb/No regimes, since the diversity of the mmW massive MIMO system increases with T and the accuracy of the Gaussian assumption is higher. Comparing for example the results for T = 32 and T = 4, a performance penalty of approximately 1 dB can be observed, at a target BER of 10 −4 , for both iterations 1 and 4. We can also see that the performance obtained for T = 16 and T = 32 is Fig. 4 we present results for the proposed hybrid iterative equalizer. In this figure, we also present the semi-analytic curves and the single-user bound, where only one user is active. This figure demonstrates that the Gaussian approximation made in the derivation of the proposed algorithm is very accurate, for all iterations and for the whole E b /N 0 range. Furthermore, it shows that for the fourth iteration the proposed hybrid approach almost achieves the single-user bound (penalty less than 1 dB). In Fig. 5 we present results for the digital and hybrid equalizers and for comparison purposes, we also plot the BER curve for the TS approach. From Fig. 5 , we can see that the gaps between the digital and hybrid equalizers, at a target BER of 10 −3 , are 4, 2 and 1 dB for iterations 1, 2 and 4, respectively. From these results, we verify that the gaps from the 1st to the 2nd iteration are much higher than from the 2nd iteration to the 4th. This larger gap is mainly due to the removal of the residual inter symbol and multi-user interferences which enables the added benefit of a larger diversity. From the 2nd to the 4th iteration there is also a benefit from residual interference removal, but the gains are smaller since most of the interference was already removed in the 2nd iteration. Furthermore, the proposed hybrid equalizer is quite close to the digital counterpart for the 4th iteration. Therefore, the dictionarybased approximation made for the analog part of the feedforward matrix is quite accurate. Finally, comparing the proposed hybrid equalizer with the TS approach, we verify that for the low E b /N 0 regime the TS approach outperforms the proposed hybrid equalizer. However, for medium to high E b /N 0 (from −12dB) the performance penalty of the TS quickly increases as the E b /N 0 increases (we can see a penalty larger than 10dB at a target BER target of 10 −3 ). This behavior can be explained by the fact that at the low SNR regime the BER is dominated by the noise and the selfish beamforming strategy with digital interference removal achieves good results. For medium to high SNR regime the systems are mainly dominated by the multi-user interference, and our hybrid equalizer achieves better results since the analog and digital parts of the equalizer are jointly optimized to remove the multi-user interference. Now, let us consider the other two scenarios (scenario 2 and 3), where the parameters are scaled by a factor of 2 and 4, respectively, i.e. larger antenna arrays are considered. The results are presented in Figs. 6-9 and are similar to the ones obtained for scenario 1. Namely, the Gaussian assumption is still valid, the fourth iteration is still within 1 dB from the single user bound and the TS approach is still around 10 dB worse, when compared against iteration 1. One difference, between the first and these two scenarios, is in the better BER performance achieved. Mainly due to the higher diversity and array gain provided by the larger dimension of the antenna arrays, at the receiver side. We can also see that increasing the number of users the gap between the first and the fourth iterations increases and also the performance of the proposed hybrid approach is closer to the full digital one (compare Fig. 5 with 9) . This means that our receiver structure is quite efficient to remove the multiuser interference and mitigate the constraints imposed by the hybrid architecture. As the number of users increases, and for the low E b /N 0 regime, the performance of the TS approach gets closer to the proposed hybrid equalizer (compare Figs. 5, 7 and 9) . These results confirm the performance degradation of the TS approach in scenarios with strong multi-user interference.
It should be also emphasized that the performance of the proposed method is constrained by the fact that the number of streams sent is equal to the number of RF chains. Improved performance would be achieved if the number of streams are lower than the number of RF chains. Indeed, for such a case the gaps between the digital and hybrid equalizer would be even smaller.
In this manuscript we used the average BER as a metric since its minimization ensures some fairness between users. Another metric that is frequently used in the literature is the sum rate (e.g. [27] ). To avoid an excessively long manuscript this was not considered in this paper, but we provide here some insights on how the proposed scheme compares against the TS approach when using the sum-rate as metric. For the case with B M S R F = 0 bits that corresponds to the scenario where the users have no CSI, the proposed hybrid scheme outperforms the TS approach. By increasing the number of feedback bits B M S R F , the situation reverses, and the TS approach outperforms the proposed scheme, mainly for low Eb/No regime. Such results are expectable since in this manuscript we assume that the CSI is not available at the transmit side and it is well known that schemes that assume CSI at the transmit side have more DoF to achieve higher sum rate.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this manuscript, we proposed a new hybrid iterative space-time receiver structure for multiuser mmW massive MIMO systems. We considered low-complexity UTs employing analog-only precoding and a single RF chain. At the receiver a hybrid iterative analog-digital equalizer was designed to efficiently remove the multiuser interference. The analog and digital parts of the hybrid iterative equalizer were designed jointly using as a metric the average BER. The analog part was selected from a dictionary, which efficiently models the specific hardware limitation inherent to the analog domain processing in the joint optimization problem. A space-time encoder was used, before the analog precoders, to ensure transmit Gaussian based signals, which allowed to simplify the receiver optimization and to increase the system diversity.
The results have shown that the proposed hybrid iterative space-time receiver is quite efficient to remove the multiuser interference, while allowing a performance close to the digital counterpart with a very few number of iterations, showing that the dictionary based approximation made for the analog part of the feedforward matrix is quite accurate. Moreover, it outperforms the linear TS approach recently considered for hybrid mmW massive MIMO architectures, mainly in the medium to high SNR regime and in scenarios with strong interference. Therefore, we can clearly argue that the proposed receiver structure is quite interesting for practical mmW massive MIMO based systems, where the number of RF chains must be lower than the number of transmit and receive antennas. APPENDIX A SOLUTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM (25) Please note that the constraint associated to problem (25) may be equivalently rewritten as
where e u ∈ C N s is a unit vector with entrysequal to one while all others are zeros,u = {1, . . . , U } and
Therefore, the Lagrangian associated to problem (25) is [39] , [40]
where μ u , u ∈ {1, . . . , U } are the Lagrange multipliers, and the respective first order optimality condition [39] , [40] , relative to optimization variable B
whose solution gives the optimum value for B
From (49) the Lagrangian function simplifies to
Now, by taking the derivate in relation to W
Now, replacing Z by its definition we obtain (32).
APPENDIX C RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN (32) AND (33)
Starting with (32), which we rewrite here for convenience
Please note that we removed all indices to simplify the notation and W = W d W a , I = I − | | 2 . By expanding (32), we obtain
Consider, now the MSE expression (33) which we also rewrite here (with all indices removed) for convenience
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